
CIRCULAR SHAPE
The circular shape of 
the tub and its height 
help to prevent the 
material from falling 
(straw, hay or other), 
in comparison to 
square tub. Its all-
steel unibody design 
eliminates the risk of 
breakage hoop workout.

HIGH QUALITY HONDA ENGINE
The Valmetal bedding chopper is 
equipped with a high quality Honda 
engine mounted on anti-vibration mounts, 
ensuring unparalleled performance.

BALE CARRIER
Large two-bale carrier 
folds up against the 
machine when needed.

EASY SPREADING
Two doors, independently adjustable, 
allow the spreading of the bedding to 
the desired locations.

LIFE CAN BE SO EASY!

BEDDING CHOPPER
24”

移 動 式 切 草 機



ACCESS DOOR
An access door and an easily removable 
tub allow easier access to the rotor when 
change out is required.

SPIRAL ROTOR
The spiral rotor is composed of 
independent disks of four (4) knives 
allowing easy replacement, fast and 
secure. 

ROBUST GRATE
The Bedding chopper is equipped with 
the most robust grate on the market. An 
optional fine cut grate is also available!

STATIONARY MODEL
We also offer stationary bedding chopper 
with / without blower.

Details Gas motor Electric PTO

Length 47’’ (119 cm) 49,5’’ (126 cm) 51’’ (162 cm)

Width 33’’ (84 cm) 33’’ (84 cm) 33’’ (84 cm)

Height 55’’ (140 cm) 55’’ (94 cm) 53’’ (135 cm)

Weight 433 lbs (197 kg) 417 lbs (189 kg) 500 lbs (227 kg)

The Valmetal bedding chopper can be driven by a gas motor, an electric motor or by the PTO of a tractor

Specifications, descriptions and illustrative material in this literature are as accurate as known at the time of publication, but are subject to change without prior notice. Illustrations may include optional equip-
ment and accessories, and may not include all standard equipment.
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